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ABSTRACT 

A technique for incorporating binary formatting into a tag 
based description language, such as XML, is provided. The 
binary formatting is achieved by tokenizing the tag and 
attribute names into variable sized numeric tokens, thereby 
obviating the need for repetitive or redundant storage of 
lengthy unicode words, etc. The binary formatting minimizes 
parsing time and the generation of overhead incident to the 
formatting and parsing of data. Parsing time is thereby Sub 
stantially decreased and generally, the size of the resulting file 
decreases too. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING AN 
XML BINARY FORMAT 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application is a continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/838,436 (MSFT-0323/167389.04) 
filed Apr. 19, 2001 entitled “Method and System for Provid 
ing an XML Binary Format, which is herein incorporated by 
reference in its entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to tag-based descrip 
tions of data. More particularly, the present invention relates 
to binary formatting of tag-based data descriptions. The 
present invention is Suited for, but by no means limited to, 
methods and systems for tokenizing text-based data formats 
such as XML. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003 XML, the Extensible Markup Language, is a W3C 
endorsed Standard for document markup. It defines a generic 
Syntax used to markup data with simple and complex human 
readable tags. It provides a self-describing standard format 
for computer documents. This format is flexible enough to be 
customized for domains as diverse as web sites, electronic 
data interchange, Vector graphics, genealogy, real estate list 
ings, object serialization, remote procedure calls, Voice mail 
systems, etc. 
0004 XML is one of the most important developments in 
document syntax in the history of cross-platform computing. 
In the last few years, XML has been adopted in fields as 
diverse as law, aeronautics, finance, insurance, robotics, mul 
timedia, hospitality, travel, art, construction, telecommunica 
tions, software design, agriculture, physics, journalism, the 
ology, retail, and medieval literature. XML has become the 
Syntax of choice for newly designed document formats across 
almost all computer applications. For example, XML is used 
on Linux, Windows, Macintosh, and many other computer 
platforms. Mainframes on Wall Street trade stocks with one 
another by exchanging XML documents. Children playing 
games on their home PCs save their documents in XML. 
Sports fans receive real-time game scores on their cellphones 
in XML. In short, XML is a robust, reliable, and flexible 
document syntax. 
0005 One prevailing problem with XML is that parsing of 
the XML document by the recipient computing device gen 
erates unnecessary overhead, and thus inserts time delays in 
the process. This is especially true when parsing certain types 
of data. The piece-by-piece process of dividing the document 
into individual elements, attributes, and other pieces, also 
known as “tokenization', can consume a considerable 
amount of time. This is particularly true where the original 
data is stored as text, but could be better represented as a 
binary number, such as might be the case for float numbers or 
the like. Also, as both high speed wired and wireless systems 
proliferate, the use of streaming data in connection therewith 
also has increased, and thus there is a concomitant need for an 
XML format that can be quickly parsed as data is received. 
Furthermore, Some computing systems are known to output 
or store a particular type of data. When data in Such systems 
is transmitted as an XML document, the pre-knowledge con 
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cerning the particular type of data is not currently exploited 
since the XML document is formed in exactly the same way 
regardless. 
0006. It would thus be advantageous to provide binary 
formatted XML data that effectively pre-tokenizes XML 
documents/data, thereby effectively reducing parsing time 
for a receiving application or program. It would be further 
advantageous to provide binary formatted XML data that 
effectively represents data natively formatted in binary XML. 
It would be desirable to reduce the overall size of an XML 
document as a result of an XML binary format. It would be 
further desirable, in connection with particular types of com 
puting systems, to provide a tailored approach when applying 
binary formatting to the XML document. It would be further 
advantageous in the context of applications generating XML 
from a non-XML based data source due to the avoided cost of 
text transformations. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0007. In view of the foregoing, the present invention pro 
vides a way of incorporating binary formatting into a tag 
based description language, such as XML. The binary for 
matting is achieved by tokenizing the tag and attribute names 
into variable sized numeric tokens, thereby obviating the 
need for repetitive or redundant storage of lengthy unicode 
words, etc. The binary formatting minimizes parsing time and 
the generation of overhead incident to the formatting and 
parsing of data. Parsing time and where applicable XML 
generation time are thereby substantially decreased and gen 
erally, the size of the resulting file decreases too. 
0008. Other features of the present invention are described 
below. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0009. The system and methods for implementing binary 
formatting are further described with reference to the accom 
panying drawings in which: 
0010 FIG. 1 is a block diagram representing an exemplary 
computer and network environment in which the present 
invention may be implemented; 
0011 FIG. 2 is an exemplary block diagram illustrating 
exemplary communications for an XML document formatted 
according to W3C specifications between transmitting and 
receiving devices; 
0012 FIGS. 3A and 3B are exemplary block diagrams 
illustrating exemplary communications between transmitting 
and receiving devices of an XML binary formatted document 
according to the present invention; and 
0013 FIGS. 4A and 4B are exemplary flow diagrams illus 
trating exemplary sequences for communications between 
transmitting and receiving devices of an XML binary format 
ted document according to the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Overview 

0014. The XML binary format of the present invention 
minimizes the parsing and generation of overhead in connec 
tion with XML documents. The present invention provides a 
means for taking an arbitrary well-formed XML document in 
a text format, a means for converting it to a binary format, and 
a means for converting the document back to the text format 
without a loss of fidelity. The format of the present invention 
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is also generally designed to reduce the size of an XML 
document assuming that the text is left in the same character 
encoding. This is achieved by tokenizing the XML tag names 
and attribute names into variable sized numeric tokens. 

0015. In order to reduce XML text generation overhead 
when the original data is binary, the format allows primitive 
types to be present in the stream in their native binary 
representation. In order to simplify generating composite 
XML documents from existing data and fragments, the 
present invention also allows XML text embedded in the 
document. In this case, the character encoding matches the 
encoding of the main document. 
0016 Streaming access is also important both at parsing 
and generation time, and so the format is designed to allow 
incremental output and parsing of the XML document with 
out forcing the creation of a global token table or string table 
at the beginning of the stream. These and other aspects are 
described in more detail below. 

Exemplary Computer and Network Environments 

0017. As related in the background, XML, as a flexible 
text-based description, creates a myriad of opportunities to 
move data from one set of one or more locations to anotherset 
of one or more locations. Thus, any time data is formatted as 
an XML document, the data may be exchanged across plat 
forms of virtually any known computing device. 
0018. A computing device or other client device can be 
deployed as part of a computer network. Thus, the present 
invention pertains to any computer system having any num 
ber of memory or storage units, and any number of applica 
tions and processes occurring across any number of storage 
units or Volumes. The present invention may apply to an 
environment with server computers and client computers 
deployed in a network environment, having remote or local 
storage, wherein the network is wired and/or wireless. 
0019 FIG. 1 and the following discussion are intended to 
provide a brief general description of a Suitable computing 
environment in which the invention may be implemented. 
Although not required, the invention will be described in the 
general context of computer-executable instructions, such as 
program modules, being executed by one or more computers, 
Such as client workstations, servers or other devices. Gener 
ally, program modules include routines, programs, objects, 
components, data structures and the like that perform particu 
lar tasks or implement particular abstract data types. Typi 
cally, the functionality of the program modules may be com 
bined or distributed as desired in various embodiments. 
Moreover, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the 
invention may be practiced with other computer system con 
figurations. Other well known computing systems, environ 
ments, and/or configurations that may be suitable for use with 
the invention include, but are not limited to, personal com 
puters (PCs), server computers, hand-held or laptop devices, 
multi-processor Systems, microprocessor-based systems, 
programmable consumer electronics, network PCs, mini 
computers, mainframe computers, gaming platforms and the 
like. The invention may also be practiced in distributed com 
puting environments where tasks are performed by remote 
processing devices that are linked through a communications 
network or other data transmission medium. In a distributed 
computing environment, program modules may be located in 
both local and remote computer storage media including 
memory storage devices. 
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0020 FIG. 1 thus illustrates an exemplary network envi 
ronment, with a server in communication with client comput 
ers via a network, in which the present invention may be 
employed. As shown, a number of servers 10a, 10b, etc., are 
interconnected via a communications network 14 (which may 
be a LAN, WAN, intranet or the Internet) with a number of 
client or remote computing devices 110a, 110b, 110c. 110d. 
110e, etc., such as a portable computer, handheld computer, 
thin client, networked appliance, or other device, such as a 
VCR, TV, heater and the like in accordance with the present 
invention. In a network environment in which the communi 
cations network 14 is the Internet, for example, the servers 10 
can be Web servers with which the clients 110a, 110b, 110c, 
110d. 110e, etc. communicate via any of a number of known 
protocols such as hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP). Com 
munications may be wired or wireless, where appropriate. 
Client devices 110 may or may not communicate via com 
munications network 14, and may have independent commu 
nications associated therewith. For example, in the case of a 
TV or VCR, there may or may not be a networked aspect to 
the communications therewith. Each client computer 110 and 
server computer 10 may be equipped with various application 
program modules 135 and with connections or access to 
various types of storage elements or objects, such as database 
20, across which files may be stored or to which portion(s) of 
files may be downloaded or migrated. Any server 10a, 10b, 
etc. may be responsible for the maintenance and updating of 
a database 20, such as a database 20 for storing data, which 
may be formatted as an XML document. Thus, the present 
invention can be utilized in a computer network environment 
having client computers 1110a, 1110b, etc. for accessing and 
interacting with a computer network 14 and server computers 
10a, 10b, etc. for interacting with client computers 110a, 
110b, etc. and other devices and databases 20. 
0021. The computing system environment is only one 
example of a Suitable computing environment and is not 
intended to Suggest any limitation as to the scope of use or 
functionality of the invention. For example, tag-based data 
descriptions may be useful in a wide range of platforms. 
Neither should the computing environment be interpreted as 
having any dependency or requirement relating to any one or 
combination of components illustrated in other exemplary 
Figures. 
0022 Computing devices 110 may include a variety of 
computer-readable media. Computer-readable media can be 
any available media that can be accessed by computer 110 and 
includes both volatile and nonvolatile media, and removable 
and non-removable media. By way of example, and not limi 
tation, computer-readable media may comprise computer 
storage media and communication media. Computer storage 
media includes both volatile and nonvolatile, removable and 
non-removable media implemented in any method or tech 
nology for storage of information Such as computer-readable 
instructions, data structures, program modules or other data. 
Computer storage media includes, but is not limited to, ran 
dom access memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM), 
EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, CD 
ROM, digital versatile disks (DVD) or other optical disk 
storage, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk 
storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other 
medium which can be used to store the desired information 
and which can accessed by computing device 110. Commu 
nication media typically embodies computer-readable 
instructions, data structures, program modules or other data 
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in a modulated data signal Such as a carrier wave or other 
transport mechanism and includes any information delivery 
media. The term "modulated data signal” means a signal that 
has one or more of its characteristics set or changed in Such a 
manner as to encode information in the signal. By way of 
example, and not limitation, communication media includes 
wired media such as a wired network or direct-wired connec 
tion, and wireless media Such as acoustic, RF, infrared and 
other wireless media. Combinations of any of the above 
should also be included within the scope of computer-read 
able media. 

XML Overview 

0023 XML is a meta-markup language for text docu 
ments. Data is included in XML documents as strings of text, 
and the data is surrounded by text markup that describes the 
data. A particular unit of data and markup is called an ele 
ment. The XML specification defines the exact syntax this 
markup must follow: how elements are delimited by tags, 
what a tag looks like, what names are acceptable for elements, 
where attributes are placed, and so forth. Superficially, the 
markup in an XML document looks much like that in an 
HTML document, but some crucial differences exist. 
0024 For the most part, XML is a meta-markup language 
so that XML does not have a fixed set of tags and elements 
that are always Supposed to work for everyone in all areas of 
interest. Attempts to create a finite set of such tags are doomed 
to failure. Instead, XML allows developers and writers to 
define the elements they need as they need them. Chemists 
can use tags that describe elements, atoms, bonds, reactions, 
and other items encountered in chemistry. Real estate agents 
can use elements that describe apartments, rents, commis 
sions, locations, and other items needed in real estate. Musi 
cians can use elements that describe quarter notes, half notes, 
G clefs, lyrics, and other objects common in music. The X in 
XML stands for Extensible. Extensible means that the lan 
guage can be extended and adapted to meet many different 
needs. 
0025. There are also hundreds of formally established 
XML applications from the W3C and other standards bodies, 
such as OASIS and the Object Management Group. There are 
even more informal, unstandardized applications from indi 
viduals and corporations, such as Microsoft's Channel Defi 
nition Format and John Guajardo's Mind Reading Markup 
Language. Other generic Supporting technologies that have 
been layered on top of XML and are used across a wide range 
of XML applications include: Xlinks, XSLT, Xpointers, 
Xpath, Namespaces, SAX and DOM. 
0026 Xlinks is an attribute-based syntax for hyperlinks 
between XML and non-XML documents that provide the 
simple, one-directional links familiar from HTML, multidi 
rectional links between many documents, and links between 
documents to which there is no write access. XSLT is an XML 
application that describes transformations from one docu 
ment to another, in either the same or different XML vocabu 
laries. Xpointers is a syntax for identifying particular parts of 
an XML document referred to by a URI: often used in con 
junction with an XLink. Xpath is a non-XML syntax used by 
both XPointers and XSLT for identifying particular pieces of 
XML documents. For example, an XPath can locate the third 
address element in the document, or all elements with an 
email attribute whose value is Soandso(a)someplace. Somedo 
main. Namespaces provide a means of distinguishing 
between elements and attributes from different XML vocabu 
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laries that have the same name; for instance, the title of a book 
and the title of a web page in a web page about books. SAX is 
the Simple API for XML, an event-based Java application 
programming interface implemented by many XML parsers. 
DOM is the Document Object Model, a tree-oriented API that 
treats an XML document as a set of nested objects with 
various properties. 
(0027 All these technologies, whether defined in XML 
(XLinkS, XSLT, and Namespaces) or in another syntax 
(XPointers, XPath, SAX, and DOM), are used in many dif 
ferent XML applications. 
0028. Some XML applications are relevant to only some 
users of XML, including: SVG, MathML, CML, RDF and 
CDF, SVG is short for Scalable Vector Graphics, which is a 
W3C-endorsed standard used for encoding line drawings in 
XML. MathML (the Mathematical Markup Language) is a 
W3C-endorsed standard XML application used for embed 
ding equations in web pages and other documents. CML (the 
Chemical Markup Language) was one of the first XML appli 
cations. It describes chemistry, Solid-state physics, molecular 
biology, and the other molecular sciences. RDF (the Resource 
Description Framework) is a W3C-standard XML applica 
tion used for describing resources, with a particular focus on 
the sort of metadata one might find in a library card catalog. 
CDF (the Channel Definition Framework) is a nonstandard, 
Microsoft-defined XML application used to publish web sites 
to Internet Explorer for offline browsing. 
0029. These applications (and hundreds more like them) 
are intended primarily for use with special software that 
knows their format intimately. For instance, graphic design 
ers do not work directly with SVG. Instead, they use their 
customary tools, such as Adobe Illustrator, to create SVG 
documents. They may not even know they’re using XML. 
Thus, XML technologies span a wide range of XML appli 
cations, not those that are relevant only within a few restricted 
domains. 
0030. With knowledge of the format, developers can write 
programs that interact with, massage, and manipulate data in 
XML documents. Off-the-shelf software like web browsers 
and text editors can be used to work with XML documents. 
Some tools are able to work with any XML document. Others 
are customized to Support a particular XML application in a 
particular domain like Vector graphics and may not be of 
much use outside that domain. But in all cases, the same 
underlying syntax is used even if the syntax is hidden by more 
user-friendly tools or restricted to a single application. One 
unexpected but advantageous development in XML was its 
enthusiastic adoption of data-heavy structured documents 
Such as spreadsheets, financial statistics, mathematical tables, 
and software file formats. 

0031. Although XML is flexible in the elements it allows 
to be defined, it is strict in many other respects. It provides a 
grammar for XML documents that regulates placement of 
tags, where tags appear, which element names are legal, how 
attributes are attached to elements, and so forth. This gram 
mar is specific enough to allow development of XML parsers 
that can read and understand any XML document. Docu 
ments that satisfy this grammar are said to be well formed. 
Documents that are not well-formed are not allowed any more 
than a C program containing a syntax error would be. XML 
processors reject documents that contain well-formedness 
errors. To enhance interoperability, individuals or organiza 
tions may agree to use only certain tags. These tag sets are 
called XML applications. An XML application is not a soft 
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ware application that uses XML, like Mozilla or Microsoft 
Word. Rather, it is an application of XML to a particular 
domain, such as vector graphics or cooking. 
0032. The markup in an XML document describes the 
document's structure. It lets you see which elements are asso 
ciated with which other elements. In a well-designed XML 
document, the markup also describes the document's seman 
tics. For instance, the markup can indicate that an element is 
a date, a person, or a bar code. In well-designed XML appli 
cations, the markup says nothing about how the document 
should be displayed. That is, it does not say that an element is 
bold, italicized, or a list item. XML is a structural and seman 
tic markup language, not a presentation language. A few 
XML applications, like XSL Formatting Objects, are 
designed to describe text presentation. However, these are 
exceptions to the general rule. Although XSL-FO describes 
presentation, one would not write an XSL-FO document 
directly. Instead, one would write a more semantically 
marked-up XML document, then use an XSL Transforma 
tions stylesheet to change the semantic-oriented XML into 
presentation-oriented XML. 
0033. The markup permitted in a particular XML applica 
tion can be documented in a document type definition (DTD). 
XSD, for example, is a prominent XML schema language. 
The DTD lists all legal markup and specifies where and how 
the markup may be included in a document. Particular docu 
ment instances can be compared to the DTD. Documents that 
match the DTD are said to be valid. Documents that do not 
match are invalid. Validity depends on the DTD; whether a 
document is valid or invalid depends on to which DTD you 
compare the document. 
0034. Not all documents need to be valid. For many pur 
poses, a well-formed document is enough. DTDs are optional 
in XML. On the other hand, DTDs may not always be suffi 
cient. The DTD syntax is limited and does not allow you to 
make many useful statements such as, “This element contains 
a number or “This string of text is a date between 1974 and 
2032. If one was writing programs to readXML documents, 
one may want to add code to Verify statements like these, just 
as if one were writing code to read a tab-delimited text file. 
The difference is that XML parsers present the data in a much 
more convenient format and do more of the work before the 
application of custom code to the data. 
0035) To emphasize for more clarity, XML is a markup 
language, and only a markup language. First of all, XML is 
not a programming language. There is no Such thing as an 
XML compiler that reads XML files and produces executable 
code. One might define a scripting language that uses a native 
XML format and is interpreted by a binary program, but even 
this application would be unusual. XML can be used as an 
instruction format for programs that make things happen. A 
traditional program, for example, may read a text configura 
tion (config) file and take different actions, depending on 
what it sees in the file. There's no reason why a configuration 
file can't be written in XML instead of unstructured text. 
Indeed, some recent programs are beginning to use XML 
configuration files. But in all cases the program, not the XML 
document, takes action. An XML document simply is. It does 
not do anything on its own. 
0036 Furthermore, XML is not a network-transport pro 
tocol. XML, like HTML, won't send data across the network. 
However, data sent across the network using HTTP, FTP, 
NFS, or some other protocol might be in an XML format. 
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XML can be the format for data sent across the network, but 
again, Software outside the XML document does the actual 
sending. 
0037 Finally, XML is not a database. XML does not 
replace an Oracle or MySQL server. A database can contain 
XML data as a VARCHAR, a BLOB, or a custom XML 
datatype; but the database itself is not an XML document. You 
can store XML data in a database or on a server or retrieve 
data from a database in an XML format, but to do so, software 
written in a real programming language like C or Java is 
utilized. To store XML in a database, software on the client 
side sends the XML data to the server using an established 
network protocol like TCP/IP. Software on the server side 
receives the XML data, parses it, and stores it in the database. 
To retrieve an XML document from a database, one generally 
passes through a middleware product like Enhydra that makes 
SQL queries against the database and formats the result set as 
XML before returning it to the client. Indeed, some databases 
may integrate this software code into their core server or 
provide plug-ins, such as the Oracle XSQL servlet, to do it. 
XML serves very well as a ubiquitous, platform-independent 
transportformat in these scenarios. However, XML is not the 
database. 
0038. One of the key advantages of XML is that it offers 
the tantalizing possibility of truly cross-platform, long-term 
data formats. It has long been the case that a document written 
by one piece of Software on one platform is not necessarily 
readable on a different platform, by a different program on the 
same platform, or even by a future or past version of the same 
software on the same platform. When the document can be 
read, all the information may not necessarily come across. For 
example, much of the data from the original moonlandings in 
the late 1960s and early 1970s is now effectively lost. Even if 
a tape drive were found that read the obsolete tapes, nobody 
understands the format in which the data is stored. 
0039 XML is thus an incredibly simple, well-docu 
mented, straightforward data format. XML documents are 
text, and any tool that can read a text file can read an XML 
document. Both XML data and markup are text, and the 
markup is present in the XML file as tags. There is thus no 
confusion generated over whether every eighth byte is ran 
dom padding, whethera four-byte quantity is a two's comple 
ment integer or an IEEE 754 floating point number, or which 
integer codes map to which formatting properties. Tag names 
can be read directly to see exactly what's in the document. 
Similarly, since tags define element boundaries, unexpected 
line ending conventions or the number of spaces mapped to a 
tab do not generate confusion. With XML, the important 
details about the document's structure are made explicit, 
obviating the need to ever reverse engineer the format or rely 
on questionable, and often unavailable, documentation. 
0040 XML allows documents and data to move from one 
system to another with a reasonable hope that the receiving 
system can make sense out of it. Furthermore, validation lets 
the receiving side ensure that it gets what it expects. XML 
delivers portable data. 
0041) Development of extensions to the core XML speci 
fication continues. Future directions, for example, include: 
Xfragment, XML Schemas, XHTML, XML Query Lan 
guage, Canonical XML, XML Signatures and other develop 
ments. Xfragment is an effort to make sense out of XML 
document pieces that may not be considered well-formed 
documents in isolation. XML Schemas is an XML applica 
tion that can describe the allowed content of documents con 
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forming to a particular XML vocabulary. XHTML is a refor 
mulation of HTML as a well-formed, modular, potentially 
valid XML application. XML Query Language is a language 
for finding the elements in a document that meet specified 
criteria. Canonical XML is a standard algorithm used for 
determining whether two XML documents are the same after 
throwing away insignificant details. Such as whether single or 
double quotes are used around attribute values. XML Signa 
tures refers to a standard means of digitally signing XML 
documents, embedding signatures in XML documents, and 
authenticating the resulting documents. Many new exten 
sions of XML remain to be invented, especially as XML 
proves itself a solid foundation for many other technologies. 

How XML Works 

0042 Example 1-1 below shows a simple XML docu 
ment. This particular XML document might appear in an 
inventory control system or a stock database. It marks up the 
data with tags and attributes describing the color, size, bar 
code number, manufacturer, and product name. 

EXAMPLE 1-1 

An XML Document 

0043 

<?xml version="1.02> 
<product barcode="2394287410"> 

<manufacturer-Verbatima/manufacturers 
<name>DataLife MF2HD</name> 
<quantity>10</quantity> 
<size>3.5&size> 
<color:black-colors 

<description>floppy disks.<f description> 
</products 

0044) This document is text and might well be stored in a 
text file. The document can be edited with this file with any 
standard text editor, such as BBEdit, UltraEdit, Emacs, or vi. 
A special XML editor is unnecessary. Then again, this docu 
ment might not be a file at all. It might be a record in a 
database. It might be assembled on the fly by a CGI query to 
a web server and exist only in a computer's memory. It might 
even be stored in multiple files and assembled at runtime. 
Even if it isn't in a file, however, the document is a text 
document that can be read and transmitted by any Software 
capable of reading and transmitting text. 
0045 Programs that try to understand the contents of the 
XML document i.e., programs that do not merely treat it as 
any other text file, use an XML parser to read the document. 
The parser is responsible for dividing the document into 
individual elements, attributes, and other pieces. The parser 
passes the contents of the XML document to the application 
piece by piece. Ifat any point the parser detects a violation of 
XML rules, it reports the error to the application and stops 
parsing. In some cases, the parser may read past the original 
error in the document So it can detect and report other errors 
that occur later in the document. However, once the parser has 
detected the first error, it no longer passes along the contents 
of the elements and attributes it encounters to the application. 
0046 Individual XML applications normally dictate pre 
cise rules about which elements and attributes are allowed 
where. You wouldn't expect to find a G Clef element when 
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reading a biology document, for instance. Some of these rules 
can be specified precisely using a DTD. A document may 
contain either the DTD itself or a pointer to a URL where the 
DTD may be found. Some XML parsers notice these details 
and compare the document to its corresponding DTD as they 
read the document to see if the document satisfies the speci 
fied constraints. Such a parser is called a validating parser. A 
violation of those constraints is a validity error, and the whole 
process of checking a document against a DTD is called 
validation. If a validating parser finds a validity error, it 
reports it to the application on whose behalf it parses the 
document. This application can then decide whether it wishes 
to continue parsing the document. However, validity errors, 
unlike well-formedness errors, are not necessarily fatal; an 
application may choose to ignore them. Not all parsers are 
validating parsers. Some merely check for well-formedness. 
0047. The application that receives data from the parser 
may be: (1) a web browser that displays the document to a 
reader, (2) a word processor that loads the XML document for 
editing, (3) a database server that stores XML data in a data 
base, (4), a drawing program that interprets XML as two 
dimensional coordinates for the contents of a picture, (5) a 
spreadsheet that parses XML to find numbers and functions 
used in a calculation, (6) a personal finance program that sees 
XML as a bank Statement, (7) a syndication program that 
reads the XML document and extracts the headlines for 
today's news, (8) a program written in Java, C, Python, or 
Some other language that does exactly what you want it to do 
and/or (9) almost anything else. 
0048 XML is thus an extremely flexible format for data. It 
can be used in all of these scenarios and many more. In theory, 
any data that can be stored in a computer can be stored in 
XML format. In practice, XML is suitable for storing and 
exchanging any data that can be plausibly encoded as text. Its 
use is generally unsuitable for multimedia data, Such as pho 
tographs, recorded Sound, video, and other very large bit 
Sequences. 

XML Binary Formatting 

0049 FIG. 2 is a simplified view of the transmission of a 
well formed XML document from a transmitting computing 
device 200 to a receiving computing device 300. Regardless 
of the point in time at which it was created, and irrespective of 
where the formatting code 210 performed the formatting, 
XML document 250 was generated in accordance with W3C 
standards. XML document is then transmitted to receiving 
device 300 via any protocol, such as HTTP, FTP, etc. Then, at 
the receiving computing device 300, a piece of code 310, the 
parser, parses the XML formatted document for an applica 
tion, such as a Web browser, although it may be parsed for use 
by any application, process, device, etc. 
0050. As shown in FIGS. 3A and 3B, the XML binary 
format of the present invention minimizes the parsing and 
generation of overhead in connection with XML documents. 
Means for taking an arbitrary well-formed XML document in 
a text format, means for converting it to a binary format, and 
means for converting the document back to the text format 
without a loss of fidelity are provided, although one or more 
means may not be needed. In FIG. 3A, the XML formatting 
module 210 has been modified to be XML formatting module 
or tokenizer 210a in order to perform a pre-parsing binary 
formatting step in accordance with the present invention. 
Additionally, XML parser 310 may be modified to be XML 
parser310a to directly parse the below-defined binary format. 
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Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 3B, additional components 
may be utilized in connection with XML parser 310 and XML 
formatting module 210 to achieve the same result. For 
example, XML module 210b may be utilized as a means for 
converting the XML document from a text format to the 
binary format of the present invention. Similarly, XML parser 
310b may be utilized as a means for parsing and converting to 
text the binary formatted XML document at the receiving 
device 300, before passing the document 250 to a standard 
text parser 310. The format of the present invention is also 
generally designed to reduce the size of an XML document 
250, assuming that the text is left in the same character encod 
ing. This is achieved by tokenizing the XML tag names and 
attribute names into variable sized numeric tokens, as 
described in more detail below. FIGS. 3A and 3B may be 
permuted as well i.e., a receiving device 300 may have native 
binary capabilities and the transmitting device 200 may not, 
or vice versa. 

0051. Thus, in order to reduce XML text generation over 
head when the original data is binary, the format of the present 
invention allows primitive types to be present in the stream in 
their native binary representation. In order to simplify gen 
erating composite XML documents from existing data and 
fragments, the present invention also allows XML text 
embedded in the document. When such XML text is embed 
ded in the document, the character encoding matches the 
encoding of the main document. 
0052 Streaming access is also important both at parsing 
and generation time, and so the binary format, generated or 
parsed by modules 210a, 210b, 310a or 310b, is designed to 
allow incremental output and parsing of the XML document 
without forcing the creation of a global token table or string 
table at the beginning of the stream. 
0053 FIG. 4A illustrates exemplary operational flow of 
the formatting of data according to the binary format of the 
present invention. Parallel paths are implicated depending 
upon whether FIG. 3A or 3B are involved. In the FIG. 3B 
case, at 400, the XML document 240 is already formatted 
according to the standard W3C specification by XML format 
ting module 210. Then, at 410, tokenizer 210b of the present 
invention, tokenizes the document 240 producing XML 

TOKENNAME 

END 
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OMMENT 
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AME 
EXTDATA 
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NT 
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binary formatted document 250 at 440. In the FIG.3A case, at 
420, data 230, from wherever assembled, is formatted 
directly with a formatting module 210a at 430 in accordance 
with tokenization of the present invention, thereby producing 
XML binary formatted document 250 at 440. 
0054 Similarly, FIG. 4B illustrates exemplary operational 
flow of parsing an XML binary document 250 in accordance 
with the present invention for an application, program, pro 
cess, etc. In either case, an XML binary formatted document 
250 is received at 450. In the FIG. 3A case, at 460, an XML 
parser 310a in accordance with the present invention directly 
parses the document 250, and provides the parsed XML data 
to the appropriate application, program, etc. 260 at 490. In the 
FIG. 3B case, at 470, parser component 310b parses the 
document 250 for a standard parser 310 to parse at 480. Then, 
the parsed XML data can be forwarded to the appropriate 
application, program etc. 260 at 490. 
0055. In the following description of the binary format of 
the present invention, terms and definitions from the W3C 
Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.0 recommendation 
are utilized, a copy of which may be freely obtained. The 
structure of a binary XML document in accordance with the 
invention is like the structure of an XML text document. The 
XML markup structures (elements, comments, processing 
instructions, etc.) are represented by byte tokens. All XML 
Name constructs are tokenized and replaced by name 
tokens. Tokens are fixed sized 8 bit unsigned integers. 

Byte 

Byte ::= 8 bit unsigned integer 

Token 

Token ::= byte 

0056 Table 1-1 lists a set of tokens. Each token defines 
what follows. The most significant bit has special meaning 
depending on the type of the token. In general, token names as 
used in production rules appear in uppercased bold letters. 

TABLE 1-1 

VALUE DESCRIPTION HIGHBIT 

End of attribute list or element content O 
1 Element Empty element 
2 Attribute 
3 Processing instruction 
4 Comment 
5 CDATA section 
6 Entity reference Singleton 
7 Character entity reference Singleton 
8 Name definition 
9 Character data Singleton 
10 XML character data 
11 XML structure intended for processor 

only 
12 Binary data Singleton 
13 Signed integer value Singleton 
14 Unsigned integer value Singleton 
15 Decimal value Singleton 
16 Currency value Singleton 
17 Small range currency value Singleton 
18 4 byte floating precision value Singleton 
19 8 byte floating precision value Singleton 
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TABLE 1-1-continued 
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HIGHBIT 

Singleton 
Singleton 
Singleton 

TOKENNAME VALUE DESCRIPTION 

DATETIME 20 8 byte date and time structure 
SMALLDATETIME 21 4 byte date and time structure 
GUID 22 16 byte UUID 
XMLDECL 23 XMLPI 
DOCTYPEDECL 24 Document type declaration 

0057 Variable sized unsigned integer values are repre 
sented by a multi-byte encoding format. This consists of a 
series of bytes where the most significant bit is a continuation 
flag. This allows 7 bit values per byte. The original value is 
encoded starting with the most significant 7 bits and contin 
ued big-endian order. 

MultiByte 

mb32 ::= byte-- /* 32 bit unsigned integer in multi-byte encoding */ 

0058 Text data is represented as the number of characters 
encoded in a multi-byte value followed by the specified num 
ber of characters (e.g., by using the Char construct from the 
XML specification). White space can be preserved in the 
document by encoding it as TEXTDATA token followed by 
the textdata construct. 

TextOata 

Textdata ::= mb32 Char 

0059 Named XML constructs (elements, PI-s, etc.) are 
encoded with the type token followed by a name token. The 
name token is an index into the name table. The name table is 
created by NAME tokens embedded in the XML stream. 

NameDef 

Namedef::= NAME TextOata 

0060. The NameDef construct provides a way to define a 
new NameToken and associate the NameToken with the Text 
Data that contains the name following it. The NameDef con 
struct creates a new entry in the name table and associates a 
unique unsigned integerid to it, which in one implementation, 
is the number of names in the table i.e., the numbers are 
generated by using the ordinal number of the next available 
slot in a name table which contains all the entries from Name 
Def constructs that have been used thus far. These NameTo 
ken numbers may be encoded in the multi-byte encoding 
format e.g., mb32 values. 
0061 The namedef construct is allowed everywhere 
where a type token is allowed, so it is possible to define all the 
names at the beginning of the stream. When a tokenizer, Such 
as formatting module 210b, operates on a normal or text 
basedXML stream, the tokenizer embeds these as it encoun 
ters new nameS. 

NameToken 

Nametoken ::= mb32 

0062. The following primitive binary data types are 
allowed in element content and attribute values in addition to 
character data: 

BinaryValue 

Value ::= int | * 1, 2, 4, 8 byte signed integer */ 
uint | f * 1, 2, 4, 8 byte unsigned integer */ 
decimal | f * 5, 9, 13, 17 decimal type */ 
money | * 8 byte currency */ 
Smallmoney | * 4 byte currency */ 
float| * 4 byte floating precision number */ 
real | f* 8 byte floating precision number */ 
datetime | f * 8 byte structure */ 
Smalldatetime | * 4 byte structure */ 
guid f* 16 byte binary */ 

0063 Arbitrary length binary data is encoded as the num 
ber of bytes encoded in a multi-byte value followed by the 
specified number of bytes. 

BinaryData 

Bindata ::= mb32 byte 

0064. There are also some XML constructs in the W3C 
recommendation that may be modified for accommodation 
with the binary format. The document construct stays the 
SaC. 

Document 

Document ::= prolog element Misc' 

0065. The element construct is as follows: 

Element 

Element ::= EmptyElemTag 
| STag content ETag 
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0066 Elements with content are encoded by the ELE 
MENT token followed by optional attribute list and content 
closed by the END token. 

Start-tag 

Stag ::= ELEMENT nametoken.(Attribute)* 
Attribute ::= ATTRIBUTE nametoken AttValue 
Etag ::= END 

0067. In order to optimize singleton value elements, where 
there is only one construct is in the content, if the most 
significant bit is set on the content type token it indicates that 
there is no need for an END token. 

Content of Elements 

Content ::= (element | Data | Reference | CDSect| PII Comment)* 

0068. The element content can include typed data in addi 
tion to the original XML constructs so the original Charlata 
is replaced by Data in the production. 

Data 

Data ::= (TEXTDATA textdata) | 
(XMLDATA textdata) | 
(BINARY bindata) | 
(EXTENSION element) 
(INT int) | 
(UINTuint) 
(DECIMAL decimal) | 
(MONEY money) 
(SMALLMONEY smallmoney) | 
(FLOAT float) | 
(REAL real) | 
(DATETIME datetime) | 
(SMALLDATETIME smalldatetime) | 
(GUID guid) 

0069. Empty elements are encoded by the ELEMENT 
token with the most significant bit set followed by the name 
token and optional attributes. 

Empty Element 

EmptyElemTag ::= ELEMENT+0x80 nametoken (Attribute)* 

0070 References are encoded as integer value for charac 
ter references and as a name token for named references. 

Entity Reference 

Reference ::= EntityRef I CharRef 
EntityRef ::= ENTITYREF nametoken 
CharRef ::= CHARREFmb32 

0071 Processing instructions are encoded as name token 
for the target and text value for the characters in the PI body. 
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Processing Instructions 

PI ::= PI nametoken textdata 

0072 Comments and CDATA sections are encoded as 
simple textdata following the token. 

Comments 

Comment ::= COMMENT nametoken textdata 

CDATA Sections 

CDSect ::= CDATA textdata 

0073. With respect to prolog and misc sections in a pro 
duced document, the XMLDecl production includes the ver 
sion information as two bytes for the associated major and 
minor versions. The version information is followed by the 
encoding number according to the IANA (Internet Assigned 
Numbers Authority) assigned Management Information Base 
(MIB) number for the character set in multi-byte encoding. 
The last partis a byte indicating the standalone boolean value. 

Prolog 

Prolog ::= XMLDecl? Misc (doctypedecl Misc.)? 
XMLDecl ::= XMLDECL VersionInfo Encoding Decl SDDecl 
VersionInfo ::= Byte byte 
Encoding Decl ::= mb32 
SDDecl ::= Byte 
Misc ::= comment | PI S 

(0074 The doctypedecl part of the XML stream is left in 
XML text format. 

Document Type Definition 

28 doctypedecl::= DOCTYPEDECL textdata 

(0075. The use of the XMLDATA token allows mixing in 
arbitrary XML text, which would be parsed by an XML 
parser. This is not true the other way around i.e., the text 
cannot include a binary stream inside. 
Extensions of XML Binary Format 
0076. It would be useful to allow tokenized data in content 
both in attribute value and element content. Thus, a new token 
type that refers to name tokens can be added to the Data 
production which, for example, would help a lot in documents 
with heavy use of ID/IDREFS. 
0077. In addition, a content text table can be introduced 
with added tokenized values, similar to name tokens, and 
another token can be added to the Data production to refer to 
this table. Documents using lots of repeated attribute values 
are a good target for this implementation. 

EXAMPLES 

0078. In Examples A and B below, a text-based represen 
tation precedes a binary formatted or tokenized representa 
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tion in accordance with the present invention. White space is 
ignored to make the encoding less verbose, and the character 
count does not include the white space. In example A, the 
binary representation reduces the overall byte count from 41 
to 34. In Example B, the binary representation reduces the 
overall byte count from 293 to 212. 

Example A 

0079 

38> 

<b>foo</b> 
<barfs 

<face 
38> 

<b>text&bs 
<face 

STREAM DESCRIPTION 

Ox08 Name definition for a gets name token 1 
OXO1 a. Textdata 
OXO1 Element 
OXO1 Name token 1 for a 
Ox08 Name definition for b gets name token 2 
OXO1 b Textdata 
OXO1 Element 
OxO2 Name token 2 for b 
Ox89 Text data token with singular bit set (END 

ofb) 
0x03 foo Textdata 
Ox08 Name definition for bar gets name token 3 
0x03 bar Textdata 
Ox81 Element with empty bit set 
OXO3 Name token 1 for bar 
OxOO END of bar (no attributes) 
OxOO END of a 
OXO1 Element 
OXO1 Name token 1 for a 
OXO1 Element 
OxO2 Name token 1 for b 
Ox89 Text data token with singular bit set (END of 

b) 
OXO4 text Textdata 
OxOO END of a 

Example B 

0080 

&?xml version='1. O'?s 
<a:books Xmlins:a=mybookschema.xmlins:dt="urn:Schemas-microsoft 
com:datatypes"> 

<a:book > 
<a:title>XML in action.<fa:title> 
<a:price dt:dt='fixed. 14.4's 34.2</a:prices 

</a:books 
<a:book > 

<a:title>Data mining</a:title> 
<a:price dt:dt='fixed. 14.4's 50</a:prices 

</a:books 
</a:books: 

STREAM DESCRIPTION 

Ox17 OxO1 OxOO Ox6a OXO1 
0x08 0x07 a:books 
OXO1 OxO1 
0x08 0x07 xmlins:a 

Xmldecl, 1.0, utf-8, standalone 
Name definition for a:books => 1 
Elementa:books 
Name token 1 for xmlins:a => 2 
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-continued 

OxO2 OxO2 Attribute xmlins:a 
Ox89 0x0c mybookschema Text data with singular bit set 
0x08 0x08xmlins:dt Name token 1 for xmlins:a => 3 
OxO2 OxO3 Attribute xmlins:dt 
Ox89 0x23 urn:schemas-microsoft- Text data with singular bit set 
com:datatypes 
0x08 0x06 a:book Name definition for a:book => 4 
OxO8 0x04 Elementa:book 
0x08 0x07 a:title Name definition for a:title => 5 
Ox08 OxOS Elementa:title 
Ox89 0x0d XML in action Text data with singular bit set 
0x08 0x07 a:price Name definition for a: price’-> 6 
OxO8 0x06 Elementa: price 
Ox08 OxOS t:dt Name definition for dit:dt => 7 
OxO2 OXO7 Attributedt:dt 
Ox89 0x0a fixed.144 Text data with singular bit set 
Ox90 (34.2) 8 byte currency data with singular bit 

Set 
OxOO END of a book 
OxO8 0x04 Elementa:book 
Ox08 OxOS Elementa:title 
Ox89 OXOb Data mining Text data with singular bit set 
OxO8 0x06 Elementa: price 
OxO2 OXO7 Attributedt:dt 
Ox89 0x0a fixed.144 Text data with singular bit set 
Ox90 (50 8 byte currency data with singular bit 

Set 
OxOO END of a book 
OxOO END of a books 

Binary XML Specification v. WAP 
I0081. The Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) ForumTM 
developed the de-facto world standard for wireless informa 
tion and telephony Services on digital mobile phones and 
other wireless terminals and has published an open, global 
wireless protocol specification based on existing Internet 
standards, such as XML and IP for all wireless networks. 
I0082 WAP empowers mobile users of wireless devices to 
easily access live interactive information services and appli 
cations from the screens of mobile phones. Services and 
applications include email, customer care, call management, 
unified messaging, weather and traffic alerts, news, sports and 
information services, electronic commerce transactions and 
banking services, online address book and directory services, 
as well as corporate intranet applications. 
I0083 WAPutilizes HTTP 1.1 Web servers to provide con 
tent on the Internet or intranets, thereby leveraging existing 
application development methodologies and developer skill 
sets such as CGI, ASP, NSAPI, JAVA and Servlets. WAP 
defines an XML syntax called WML (Wireless Markup Lan 
guage). All WML content is accessed over the Internet using 
standard HTTP 1.1 requests. 
I0084. To leverage today’s extremely large market penetra 
tion of mobile devices, WML's user interface components 
map well onto existing mobile phone user interfaces. This 
means end-users can immediately use WAP-enabled mobile 
phones and services without re-education. WAP specifica 
tions enable products that employ standard Internet technol 
ogy to optimize content and airlink protocols to better Suit the 
characteristics and limitations of existing and future wireless 
networks and devices. 
I0085. The present invention may be distinguished from 
WAP. With respect to WAP first, the XML document encod 
ing is not as complete as its W3C counterpart i.e., DTD. 
comments and named entity references are lost. Second, a 
string table is included at the beginning at the stream, which 
doesn't allow incremental addition to the table. Third, there is 
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no primitive data type encoding although it is possible to 
provide application specific binary data with the extension 
tags. Fourth, the element/attribute token space is limited i.e., 
WAP allows 60 tokens per code page. This quickly makes it 
necessary to Switch code pages around and so a 3 bytes per tag 
start may be utilized. Lastly, WAP does not allow XML text to 
mix in. 
I0086. The main difference between a WML implementa 
tion and an XML binary implementation is the token space. 
With WAP, the tokens include the name tokens as well. This 
limits the name token range, but it can be switched. With the 
binary specification of the present invention, tokens can be 
represented by as many as 7bits representing up 127 values (1 
bit is reserved for empty tag/singular content tag) and name 
tokens can be represented by up to 32 bits, although the 
invention is not restricted to these bit numbers. 
0087. In order to allow an arbitrary extension construct 
(which can still be parsed by another parser), in accordance 
with the present invention, a special EXTENSION token may 
be added, which is followed by an element production so a 
whole XML sub-tree can be used to describe a processor 
specific structure. This is more flexible than the WAP solution 
with the three extension tokens allowing only byte, integer 
and text extension. 

Tokenized XML Design and Implementation for SQL Server 
Applications 

0088. The following describes a tokenized binary XML 
format used by SQL Server 8.0 (code-named Shiloh) and 
consumed by the SQL Server 2000 OLE DB ISequential 
Stream provider. 
0089. The main objective of this implementation of binary 
tokenized XML is to remove load from a SQL Server 1) by 
offloading text processing and data conversion from the 
server engine to the ole db provider and 2) by reducing the 
size of XML data transferred between the server and ole db. 
0090. In the case of SQL servers, establishing a binary 
XML standard takes a backseat to performance improve 
ments. For example, tokenized XML clients hardly maintain 
any state. Such as a state recording the names of tags opened. 
Consequently, the time it takes to generate and consume 
tokenized XML is reduced; nonetheless redundancy is intro 
duced thereby e.g., by expecting tags to be re-specified upon 
closing. 
0091 Tokenized XML is a stream of bytes representing a 
sequence of Zero or more XML tokens where an XML token 
is a sequence of one or more bytes, the first of which desig 
nates the token type. 
0092. In the SQL server implementation of the present 
invention, the following constants listed in Table 2-1 desig 
nate the XML token types generated by the SQL Server and 
consumed by the SQL Server 2000 OLE DB provider. 

TABLE 2-1 

#define XMLTOK BEGINTAG OxO1 
#define XMLTOK ATTRIB OxO2 
#define XMLTOK PCDATA OxO3 
#define XMLTOK BEGINTAGENDS Ox41 
#define XMLTOK ATTRIBMVENDS Ox42 
#define XMLTOK ENDUNARYTAG Ox43 
#define XMLTOK DECLARETAG Ox44 
#define XMLTOK ENDTAG Ox81 
#define XMLTOK VERSION OxFE 
#define XMLTOKEND OxFF 
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0093. Begin tag tokens are for the purpose of opening an 
XML tag <TAG” and are formatted according to the follow 
ing: 

Begin Tag:=XMLTOK BEGINTAG, Tag|D 
0094. The purpose of the following Tag|D syntax is to 
dereference a TagID constructed by the little-endian repre 
sentation of the lower 7-bit byte representation of a sequence 
of bytes with the high-bit functioning as an overflow indica 
tor. The resulting unsigned integer if nonzero-derefer 
ences a tag ordinal assigned incrementally starting with 1 by 
XMLTOK-DECLARETAG. If the Tag|D is zero, the con 
struct is an “inline tag declaration' and expected to be fol 
lowed by a unicode tag name. 

TagID := UINT, TagID | 
UINT, TagNameDeclaration f* UINT equals 0 */ 

With respect to unsigned integers, the following syntax is utilized: 
UINT := BYTE /* BYTE in O - 127 range */ 

BYTE, UINT /* BYTE in 128- 255 range */ 
TagNameDeclaration := UINT, WCHAR* f* UINT is tagname length 

followed by the number of 
unicode characters */ 

0.095 For attribute tokens, the following syntax is appli 
cable in accordance with the SQL implementation: 

Attribute:=XMLTOK ATTRIB, TagIDValue 
0096. The purpose of this syntax is to generate that 
ATTRIB="VALUE”. The Value essentially holds SQL 
Server datatype ordinals, including the following: 

ata Type := 
D I2 f = 1, signed 2 byte int 
D I4 f = 2, signed 4 byte int 
D R4 // = 3, float 
D R8 f = 4, double 
D MONEY | 
D BOOL 
D UI1 | 

f = 5, currency: 8byte signed int, scaled by 104 
f = 6, pseudonym for BIT 
f = 7, signed 1 byte int 

D 18 f = 8, signed 8 byte int 
D SSGUID | // = 9, GUID 
D SSDECIMAL |f| = 10, Decimal (0-38 precision) 
D SSNUMERIC /= 11, Numeric (O-38 precision) 
D SSBYTES f = 12, binary string of constant length 
D SSSTR f = 13, ascii string of constant length 
D SSWSTR f = 14, unicode string of constant length 
D VARBYTES | f = 15, binary string of variable length 
D VARSTR f = 16, ascii string of variable length 
D VARWSTR f = 17, unicode string of variable length 
D SSDATE | // = 18, DATE 
D SMALLDATE // = 19, DATE4 
D SMALLMONEY | f = 20, MONY4 
D TIMESTAMP / = 21, Timestamp (binary(8)/DBTS) 
D CLOB | f = 22, Ascii LOB 
D BLOB | // = 23, Binary LOB 
D WLOB f = 24, Unicode LOB 

0097 Orthogonally to these types, type modifiers are OR 
ed into the 3 high-bits of the typebyte. 
These include: 

#define XMLDATATYPEFLAG MULTIVALUED Ox2O 
#define XMLDATATYPEFLAG DONTENTITIZE Ox40 
#define XMLDATATYPEFLAG CDATA Ox8O 
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0098. The value of the attribute token may be described as 
follows: 

Value:= 
BYTE ?t 6, 7 BIT signed 1 byte int 
BYTE, BYTE // 1 signed 2 byte int 
BYTE, BYTE, BYTE, BYTE 
BYTE, BYTE, BYTE, BYTE, BYTE, BYTE, BYTE, BYTE 
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should be prepared to consume such tokens incrementally by 
breaking up a long token into manageable pieces. 

if 2, 3, 19, 20 signed 4 byte int, float, Small date, Small money 

?t 4, 5, 8, 18 double, currency, signed 8 byte int, date 
MAXLEN, 16BYTES | 9 CSSGuid 
PRECISION, SCALE, MAXLEN, 17BYTES | || 10, 11 decimal, numeric 
LENGTH2, BYTE* | // 12, 13, 14, 1516, 17 fixed len binary, varlen binary, fixed 

if lenstr, Varlen str, fixed len unicodestr, Varlen unicode str 
LENGTH2, BYTE, BYTE ?t 21 Timestamp (binary(8)/DBTS) 
LENGTH4, BYTE, BYTE, BYTE, BYTE | 22, 23, 24 BLOB, CLOB, WLOB 
where MAXLEN, PRECISION, SCALE map to BYTE, and LENGTH2 LENGTH4 map to two 
four BYTEs and express unsigned, little-endian length. 

0099. The purpose of the following PCData token is that it 
gives the ability to generate any straight value VALUE: 
PCData:=XMLTOK PCDATAValue 
0100. The purpose of the following End Begin Tag token is 
that it generates >: 
EndBeginTag:=XMLTOK BEGINTAGENDS 
0101 The purpose of the following End Multivalue 
Attribute token is that it closes an attribute started with XML 
TOK ATTRIB and type modifier XMLDATATYPEFLAG 
MULTIVALUED on the datatype, and generates closing 
quotes “’: 

EndMultivalueAttribute:=XMLTOK ATTRIBMVENDS 
0102 The purpose of the following End Unary Tag token 

is that it generates />: 
End UnaryTag:=XMLTOK ENDUNARYTAG 

0103) The purpose of the following Declare Tag token is 
that it registers a new tag or attribute name, implicitly assign 
inga Tag|D counter beginning with the first Tag|D=1 initially. 
No textual XML is generated for this token: 
DeclareTag:=XMLTOK DECLARETAG, TagNameDecla 
ration 

0104. The purpose of the following End Tag token is that it 
represents “-/TAG> (Note how specifying TagID is redun 
dant if the client maintains more state): 
End Tag:=XMLTOK ENDTAG, Tag|D 
0105. The purpose of the following Tokenized XML Ver 
sion token (optional) is that it indicates the version of token 
ized XML in case the format needs to be changed in the 
future. By default, version is set to 1 to match the version of 
tokenized XML in SQL Server 2000. This token adds ability 
for clients to use different tokenized XML decoders inspecial 
CaSCS 

Version:=XMLTOK VERSION 
0106 The purpose of the following End Document token 
(also optional) is that it indicates the end of the tokenized 
XML stream, e.g., in case the stream is padded: 
EndXMLFragment:=XMLTOKEND 
01.07 XML tokens such as XMLTOK ATTRIB and 
XMLTOK PCDATA can be arbitrarily large, since maxlen is 
approximately 4 Gigabytes. Therefore, an XML consumer 

0108. This exemplary implementation operates with both 
an input buffer holding tokenized XML as well as an output 
buffer for the textual XML and both buffers impose size 
limitations that are addressed by processing the first 1000 
bytes of attribute and pcdata tokens, holding variable-length 
datatypes, such as strings, and leaving the rest for later pro 
cessing once the buffers become available again. 
0109. With the SQL Server 2000 implementation, as 
described herein, two additional tokens are reserved for cli 
entside roundtripping: XMLTOK ATTRIB CONTINUED 
(0x22) and XMLTOK PCDATA CONTINUED (0x23). 
These are tokens not generated by the tokenized XML gen 
erator (SQL Server 2000), but generated intermediately by 
the SQL Server 2000 OLE DB IsequentialStream provider. 
0110. The described methodologies can be implemented 
using a variety of different technical architectures including 
both server and client side execution. It may be implemented 
in code or generated from meta descriptions. The preceding 
exemplifies merely some of the possible implementation 
technologies. One of ordinary skill in the art will recognize 
that while all data is represented as ones and Zeroes in a 
computer system, and thus is binary, binary as utilized 
herein is in contradistinction to ASCII, or text based character 
representations. It can further be appreciated that while the 
domain for integer values, as described herein, has been 
described as including 32 bits, the domain thereof could be 
implemented as any size. Additionally, while exemplary 
descriptions of tokens, etc. in accordance with the binary 
formatted tag-based description language of the present 
invention have been described as being represented with 4 
bits, 7 bits, etc., any number is feasible and it should be 
emphasized that these are implementation specific details that 
can be generalized to any number. While the above exemplary 
computer-executable instructions and processes have been 
described in the context of XML, these concepts and prin 
ciples may be applied to any tag-based description language. 
0111. The data that XML may be utilized to format as used 
herein is intended to cover not only video, graphics, text, 
audio, Voicemail and/or any other type of data in any pre 
processed, processed or compressed form, but is additionally 
intended to cover data of any kind communicated along any 
transmission medium between any source and receiver. 
0112 The various techniques described herein may be 
implemented with hardware or software or, where appropri 
ate, with a combination of both. Thus, the methods and appa 
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ratus of the present invention, or certain aspects or portions 
thereof, may take the form of program code (i.e., instructions) 
embodied in tangible media, Such as floppy diskettes, CD 
ROMs, hard drives, or any other machine-readable storage 
medium, wherein, when the program code is loaded into and 
executed by a machine, such as a computer, the machine 
becomes an apparatus for practicing the invention. In the case 
of program code execution on programmable computers, the 
computer will generally include a processor, a storage 
medium readable by the processor (including volatile and 
nonvolatile memory and/or storage elements), at least one 
input device, and at least one output device. One or more 
programs are preferably implemented in a high level proce 
dural or object oriented programming language to communi 
cate with a computer system. However, the program(s) can be 
implemented in assembly or machine language, if desired. In 
any case, the language may be a compiled or interpreted 
language, and combined with hardware implementations. 
0113. The methods and apparatus of the present invention 
may also be embodied in the form of program code that is 
transmitted over some transmission medium, Such as over 
electrical wiring or cabling, through fiber optics, or via any 
other form of transmission, wherein, when the program code 
is received and loaded into and executed by a machine. Such 
as an EPROM, a gate array, a programmable logic device 
(PLD), a client computer, a video recorder or the like, the 
machine becomes an apparatus for practicing the invention. 
When implemented on a general-purpose processor, the pro 
gram code combines with the processor to provide a unique 
apparatus that operates to perform the indexing functionality 
of the present invention. For example, any storage techniques 
used in connection with the present invention may invariably 
be a combination of hardware and software. 
0114 While the present invention has been described in 
connection with the preferred embodiments of the various 
figures, it is to be understood that other similar embodiments 
may be used or modifications and additions may be made to 
the described embodiment for performing the same function 
of the present invention without deviating therefrom. For 
example, and as emphasized above, one skilled in the art will 
recognize that the present invention is not limited to XML. In 
Such circumstances and according to the present invention, 
the functions, syntax and the desirability of their use remains 
applicable. Furthermore, it should be emphasized that a vari 
ety of computer platforms, including handheld device oper 
ating systems and other application specific operating sys 
tems are contemplated, especially as the number of wireless 
networked devices continues to proliferate. Therefore, the 
present invention should not be limited to any single embodi 
ment, but rather construed in breadth and scope in accordance 
with the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for generating a data stream according to a 

binary format of a tag-based description language, compris 
ing: 

receiving a plurality of tag names; 
identifying a first tag name from the plurality oftag names; 
tokenizing the first tag name into a numeric token; 
2. A method according to claim 1, further comprising: 
tokenizing an attribute name into a numeric token. 
3. A method according to claim 1, wherein the numeric 

token for the first tag names is variable sized. 
4. A method according to claim 2, wherein the numeric 

token for the attribute name is variable sized. 
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5. A method according to claim 2, wherein the tokenizing 
of the attribute name enables values natively stored as binary 
data types to be inserted into the data stream. 

6. A method according to claim 1, wherein the tokenizing 
of the first tag name includes inserting a name definition 
construct into the data stream a first time the first tag name is 
encountered for purposes of recreating the first tag name by a 
device that receives the data stream. 

7. A method according to claim 1, wherein the tag-based 
description language is extensible markup language (XML). 

8. A method according to claim 2, wherein the tokenizing 
of the tag and attribute name decreases the time elapsed 
parsing the data stream by a device that receives the data 
stream, the time being decreased relative to the parsing of a 
corresponding text-based format of the tag-based description 
language. 

9. A method according to claim 2, wherein the tokenizing 
of the tag and attribute name decreases overhead incident to 
formatting data for representation according to the tag-based 
description language. 

10. A method according to claim 2, wherein the tokenizing 
of the tag and attribute name decreases the size of the result 
ing data file formatted according to the tag-based description 
language. 

12. A computing device, comprising: 
means for receiving a well-formed document in a text 

format of a tag-based description language; 
means for converting the document to a binary format via 

tokenization of the tag and attribute names into variable 
sized numeric tokens; and 

means for converting the document back to the text format 
without a loss of fidelity. 

13. A computing device according to claim 12, wherein the 
tokenization of attributes enables values natively stored as 
binary data types to be inserted into the data stream. 

14. A computing device according to claim 12, wherein the 
tokenization of tag names includes inserting a name defini 
tion construct into the data stream the first time a tag name is 
encountered for purposes of recreating the tag names by a 
device that receives the data stream. 

15. A computing device according to claim 12, the tag 
based description language is XML. 

16. In a system in which a transmitting device transmits in 
a streaming fashion data formatted according to a tag-based 
description language, a method for generating a data stream 
according to a binary format of the tag-based description 
language, comprising: 

for each unique tag name, at the first time a tag name of the 
data is encountered, tokenizing the tag name into a 
numeric token and transmitting the token and the text 
associated with the tag name; and 

at any time Subsequent to the first time that the tag name of 
the data is encountered, transmitting the numeric token 
without the text. 

17. A method according to claim 16, further comprising: 
tokenizing attribute names into numeric tokens. 
18. A method according to claim 16, wherein the data is 

transmitted incrementally, and whereby a receiving device 
parses the data as it is incrementally received by the receiving 
device. 

19. A method according to claim 16, wherein the numeric 
tokens for tag names are variable sized. 

20. A method according to claim 17, wherein the numeric 
tokens for attribute names are variable sized. 
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21. A method according to claim 17, wherein the tokeniz 
ing of attributes enables values natively stored as binary data 
types to be inserted into the data stream. 

22. A method according to claim 16, wherein the tag-based 
description language is extensible markup language (XML). 

23. A method according to claim 17, wherein the tokeniz 
ing of the tag and attribute names decreases the time elapsed 
parsing the data stream by a device that receives the data 
stream, the time being decreased relative to the parsing of a 
corresponding text-based format of the tag-based description 
language. 
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24. A method according to claim 17, wherein the tokeniz 
ing of the tag and attribute names decreases overhead incident 
to formatting data for representation according to the tag 
based description language. 

25. A method according to claim 17, wherein the tokeniz 
ing of the tag and attribute names decreases the size of the 
resulting data file formatted according to the tag-based 
description language. 


